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Habitats 

 

A habitat is where an animal or plant lives. 

Different animals and plants live in different habitats. 

A squirrels habitat is a wood, a tadpoles habitat is a 

pond and a sea anemone's  habitat is a rockpool.   
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Habitats in Britain. 

Woodland     deer fox badger ant

Rock pool    gull crab seaweed limpet sea anemone 

 River    otter water-vole fish reeds duck 

Meadow     butterfly mouse grass flowers 

Pond      frog dragonfly tadpole newt 

 Log     woodlice  beetle slug centipede 
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What makes a good habitat? 

A good habitat will provide all the things plants and 

animals need to live.

These things are food, shelter and water. 

A good habitat for a squirrel is a wood where they 

can find nuts to eat and trees for shelter. 
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A good habitat for a tadpole is a pond. 

It has shelter in the pond weed and plenty of 

food to help it grow into a frog. 

  

A good habitat for a sea anemone is a rock pool. 

There is lots of water, tiny creatures for it 

   to eat and shelter in the rocks.       
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Woodland 

A woodland habitat is made up of lots of 

trees that grow close to each other. 

Animals might make their homes in the 

trees, or on the ground.    
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Rock pool 

The rock pool  habitat is where the sea water is 

trapped in rocks when the sea  goes out. 

The rockpools have shallow water and damp sand.  

The animals and plants that live here 

like salty water. 
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River 

The river is a place where land meets water, 

but river water is not salty. 

Lots of animals like eels and otters 

live in the water and lots of plants 

grow on the river banks. 
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Meadow 

A meadow is a field where lots of grass and 

flowers  grow .   

There is a lot of light so animals live under the 

ground in holes. 

Rabbits, foxes and badgers live in holes 

in the ground. 
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Pond 

A pond is water that does not move like a river or the 

sea.   

Many people have a pond in their garden.  

Small animals like tadpoles, frogs and newts live in

 ponds.  

Sometimes a heron might visit to see if he can catch 

something for his tea!
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Under a log. 

It is very dark under a log and lots of mini 

beasts live there.

Mini beasts like woodlice,  beetles, worms and centipedes.

They like to eat the rotting wood. 
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Look  at the  pictures and decide whether each  

is a plant or an animal. 

Write its name in the correct box below. 

squirrel    frog     tomato   spider   fish   poppy 

apple      oak tree       fox     fir tree   

Plants Animals 
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Draw a line from the animal to its habitat. 

Otter                    Woodland 

Fox      

Frog   Meadow   

Rabbit        

Squirrel   Rock pool     

  Sea anemone 

Beetle    River 

    Butterfly

Dragonfly    Pond 

Duck   A log 
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Some children have looked under a log and found 

lots of mini beasts. 

5 woodlouse  1 beetle 1 worm 4 centipedes  3 slugs 

Make a bar chart to show the mini beasts they found. 

5

4

3

2

1

 woodlouse  beetle centipede slug worm 
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Name the habitat 

Under each picture write the correct habitat. 

  

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________
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Name the three things that make a good 

habitat.

     1   _______________________________________________________

     2   _______________________________________________________

      3   _________________________________________________________

Name the habitat where these animals would live. 

 squirrel   _________________________________

Tadpole    _________________________________

 Otter  __________________________________
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